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In the traditional opera appeared many stories about “a woman disguised as a 
man”. It obtained the masculine status, realized their motion goal.  
From the script literature angle, this article attempt to analyze this phenomenon, 
the first chapter embarked from the replacement goal, thought replacement of the 
female had two kinds of functions—— "the spear" and "the shield" to the masculine 
clothing. But regardless of the replacement "the spear" or "the shield", all appeared 
contradictory dispelling in the majority text. But the theatrical nature of “a woman 
disguised as a man” which created to have the unusual situation, full of interest plot 
and the conflict and the high tide which one anticipated. Second chapter further 
discussed the difference which the male and female writer creates, carries on the 
analysis to the female writer's text, the writing female examined oneself carefully after 
the replacement by the values of male power society, reposed in the motion to the 
dream or puts to the practice, its ownership reposed to the immortal. Third chapter 
discussed the difference between the male and female writer, thought mutually 
isolated life experience and the different created intention caused them the creation 
to present different style. The fourth chapter discerned on the feminine voice which 
sends out to the text, analyze the hideaway information in “a woman disguised as a 
man” from the voice of author and role.  
This article took the drama text which “a woman disguised as a man” as the cut 
spot, to seek and discern the ancient times female under the Chinese historical 
surface.  
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